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flew people are always welcome to join any of these activites . Contact
SPC at 472-5478 or the person listed to find out what you can do:

The Peace Newsletter
The PNL Collective meets most Thursdays at &JO PM at the
Peace Council . Call SPC to confirm the time.
Editorial & Production : Gina Barletta, Paul Frazier, ; Karen Nall;
Bill Hamlet, Tim Judson, Mike Kernahan, Rae Kramer, Joy
Meeker, Andy Molloy, Beth Mosley, Paul Pearce, Crissy Spivey
Cover Coordinator : Karen Kerney
Graphics Coordinator ; Simon Morrin

Other Volunteers
Chuck Durand, Mardea Warner, Vanessa Johnson, Ed Kinane,

Aggle Lane, Joan Goldberg, Ruth Putter, Margaret
Birdlebough, Kathy Barry, Brian Caufield, Fredrick Noyes,
Jolie Rickman, Bill Mazza, Lance Hogan, Sylvia Burgess,
Daniel Bowers, Carol Baum, Christian Spies-Rusk, Susan

Adair, Nick Orth,Michael DeSalvo

The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded In 1936, la an
atttlwar/ ooclal justice organization . It Is community-based, autono-
moue and funded by the contributions of its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organktap for a world where
war. violence and exploitation In any form will no longer Met. It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves-and this environment. As
members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy dominatlon and
powerlessness with mutual respect,, personal Omlgowsrruont, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social injustices cannot be understood- In isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections clear. We initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression. A fundamental Male for peace and justice IS an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the
needs of us all .

Doug Igelsrud
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In This Issue: m we :go to pass,

Clinton has transferred the "tough love" do-
mestic policy of the early '90s into interna-
tional relations - refusing reconstruction aid
to Yugoslavia until the Serbian pull them-
selves up by their bootstraps and oust Hussein
— I mean Milosevic . Memory's a funny thing.
Sometimes there's so much to remember you
just can't keep it all straight, like which Cbun-
try/s the US is attacking or helping attack this
month, and what the rhetorical reason is this
time, and why the people there should be
thanking us. They're such pesky little things,
details are. I mean, whykeep them straight?
Let the bombs - I mean chips — fall where
they may! Let the "losers" clean ' em up.
That's how you tell losers, you know --stick-
lers fordetails. Always wanting to know who
shot who and why, and where's their lost
cottsin, and what'd you do with that smoking
gun. Tell ya, with a memory it's hard to get any
dirty work done . . .

	

—TJ

The Peace Newsletter (PM.) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve as the internal
organ of SPC and as a forum for articles which
discussissuesof concern to the peace movement.
The opinions expressed in the PNL reflect the
dversity ofopinionswithin SPC itself . While we are
not able to print every possible viewpoint, we do
web** letter and article submissions as well as
suggestions and assistance.

The PNL has wiry reasonable ad rates ; call
or write fortartrates . Movement groups are free to

and graphics, bofplease give credits
andr sacopy flagging the reprint. For-profit
grow

	

selnquire.
ISSN 607354134
The PNL Is available on microfilm from

University Microfilms, Inc ., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscription* are $12 a year in the U .S.,
$15 in Canada and Mexicoand$25overseas . The
institutional rate is $15. ThePNLisfree to prisoners
and low-income people. Your organization, co-op,
etc. can receive 5-25PNLseach month . Ourcirou-
lation is 4500.

CoMrlbutlons to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support. Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Bumet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.
PNL Distributors (We Need You Too!)

Daniel Bowers, Elinor Cramer, Chuck
Durand, John Fitzsimmons, Bill Hamlet., Duane
Hardy, Pat Hoffman, Andy Molloy, Frederic
Noyes, Marge Rusk, Rich Zalewski

Thanks to our June mailing
party helpers!

July PNL Committee Meetings
Thursdays, 6pm @ the Peace Council

August Issue Deadlines
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July 17
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July 17
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About the cover: " Action Camp 1998 Demonstra-
tion at Vermont Yankee," photo by Susan Abner

This pleasant scene on the Connecticut River
just south of Brattleboro, VT is from last year's
Northeast Nuclear Action Canip . The camp
concluded on August 27 with a nonviolent
demonstration at the Vermont Yankee reactor
(VY, the large building behind the sailboat).

The concerned public took the reactor by
land and water that day . Prior to the rally and
civil disobedience action at the front gates of
VY , some activists protested from their
sailboat on the other side. The 20' -
tall sail reads "SHUT IT DOWN!
STOP DUMPING/NUCLEAR
FREE NEW ENGLAND".

At the front of the reactor,,
100-150 people gathered for 1-
1/2 hours for a rally and con-
ducted a citizens arrest of the re-
actor. Warrants were served for
reckless endangerment of the public
health and safety and releasing deadly radio-
active pollution into the air and water. 22
people were arrested for sitting down and
blocking the gates and driveway to the reactor.
The District Attorney's office later acquitted
all 22 rather than create more publicity and
community debate on the issues.

The action followed 6 days of work-
shops, training, organizing, and recreation at
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come to Action Camp '99!
August 20-28

Dummerston, VT

the Northeast Action Camp in . Dummerston,
VT. The camp was initiated by Citizens Aware -
ness Network) and Nuclear Information &

Resource Service as the kickoff event
for theNuclearFreeNewEngland

Campaign. . Over 300 people of
all ages and levels of experi-
ence —nearly double the num-
ber expected — returned to
their communities better able

to educate and mobilize to stop
nuclear power.

Because of the success of
the camp, we're doing it again this year.

We expect more people, even better work-
shops, amazing veg/vegan food (again!), and
another powerful action at VY. Because of the
strong presence of New Yorkers last year, the
campaign has been broadened to make the
whole Northeast Nuclear Free. Join other
CNYers for some or all of the camp -- call
SPC for a flier & details 472.5478.

— Tim Judson
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Belated Birthday Dinner
Thank-you's
It is very gratifying to hear how meaningful
the birthday dinner was to the many people
who have let us know . It also affirms the work
of understanding how we can connect, as
individuals, as families, as communities . In
the "rush to print" last month we were not able
to acknowledge those ofyou who did the quiet
behind the scenes work that makes such a
dinner possible . Belatedly, but still heartfelt
thanks to:

• Beth Mosley, Paul Pearce, Margaret
Birdlebough, Carol Resnick, Andy
Molloy, Carl Mellor, Rae Kramer — for
planning, arranging, coordinating, and
the rest of the "ings" that got done so well

•' Nick Orth and the Orth "kitchen elves"
who. turn the fruits of the earth into meals
and CAKE ! that made us greedy for
seconds

• Our table hosts who provided hospitality
and beauty as well as plates and cups .

• The usually invisible set-up and clean-up
crews, who in recent years have stead-
fastly included Lance, Sarah, Amanda,
and Mara Hogan, and Lanny Freshman

• Rev. Bill Coop and South Presbyterian
Church for their lovely hospitality.

- SPC Council

All Kinds of Help Needed
Many people share in the work of the Peace
Council including staff, the writers, editors
and graphic designers who work on the PNL,
and the folks who participate in demonstra-
tions about Kosovo, Iraq, and other issues
needing our presence. We celebrate these
contributions and those made by others within
the SPC community.

Thank you to PNL distributors, to those
who share the spirit (and good eats) at the
birthday dinner, and to the invisible crew who
help out with repairs at 924 Burnet Ave. We do
not speak of contributions large or small; for
us, every contributionof time, energy, or money
is significant.

And yet, our organization needs fresh
infusions of labor and talent, involvement of
people willing to serve on the SPC Council, to
answer the phone one morning (or afternoon)
a week, or to help organize a demonstration or
fund-raising event. We can always benefit
from help with the PNL. Thisis especially true
now. Tim Judson, the staff member who has
put so much time into the newsletter and other
SPC work for the past two years, will be
leaving the staff on August .1st: We are into
"re-organize" mode once again, evaluating
and clarifying the structure and responsibili-
ties of the staff and Council .

	

.
If you are interested in helping with the

:.a.•ra:,. ..y.•. . :cui~.~yxyuww••r,~:ucs. sacv.E.~rwa•:ra>vcwxcc+~,~ratxaceo-rl::

Peace Council's work, call us at 472-5478 ..
We need volunteer help, on a, more or less
regular basis. as fits your schedule and inter-
ests. We are also looking to employ new staff
and will provide more information about this
in future PNL's. Hoping very much to hear
from you. . . .

	

— Carl Mellor

Sunday, Aug. 8 7-10pm

Subscribe to the PNL ' Still only $12 a year for 12 issues!

n
Zip. I

3] Enclosed $12 for one year.

	

[]_ This is a new subscription: I
$_ additional donation for all your great work! [] This is a renewal

El Please contact me about volunteering .

	

Q My address has changed l

the Syracuse Peace Council • 924 Burnet Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13203 i
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No, Not your Dancing Shoes,

your Bowling Shoes

Yes folks . Brought back 13y popular demand
- it's time to BOWL for PEACE again . Are
you getting tired of all these lovely, sun-filled,
blue-sky, fresh-air days? Do you need to
breathe cool, air-conditioned air and have your
ears caressed by the plate of the old bowling
ball into the pins waiting to be knocked down?
Ifso. . .mark your calendar, start those get-into-
shape bowling warm-ups, and make a list of
all your friends and relatives eager to be your
sponsors.

Sunday, August 8, 7-10 pm. Erie Blvd.
Bowling Center . $10 entry fee for two games,
shoes, and soft drinks. Outrageous and/or
politically . stimulating attire desired. Will the
transgender menace outbowl the Ladies? The
best way to find out is to be there . Call SPC at
472-5478 for more info or to sign up. Gotta
run, it's my turn to bowl . —Rae Kramer



Victors and/Or Losers
How NATO "Won" by Losing in Yugoslavia

After ten weeks of nightly bombardment
by the most powerful military alliance

ever assembled, against a smaller, beleaguered
nation, both NATO and Yugoslavia have
claimed "victory" in the latest round of war-
fare in the Balkans. The Western press has
simply regurgitated NATO's declaration that,
finally, the stubborn Milosevic government
has finally "capitulated" and signed NATO's
unyielding, "nonnegotiable" list of demands.
Actually, what happened was that NATO fi-
nally signed a heavily moderated agreement,
very similar to one which Serbia had offered to
sign — indeed, which Serbia had itself pro-
posed! — before the bombing campaign be-
gan .

In reality, each side and nearly every
party involved has actually lost, at least by
some standards . The only discernible winners
are Western corporations. The defense indus-
try has profited substantially from the building
of war machinery, fromthe replacement of
munitions, fuel and aircraft expended. Media
companies have profited from increased audi-
ences and ad rates inevitably brought on by the
spectacle of war. And now, potentially, multi-
national contractors will get richer from the
reconstruction of a demolished nation (in capi-
talism, economic "growth" is attributable to
the cleaning up of pollution and the rebuilding
ofdevastated lands).

Everyone else has lost. NATO spent 79
days dropping "smart" bombs, cluster bombs,
gravity bombs and ridiculous propaganda leaf-
lets; firing cruise missiles, depleted uranium

'antitank rounds and doublespeak-ridden ac-
tions; "stepping up" its air strikes some

different times, especially on occasions
hen it had "mistakenly" killed ethnic Serb or
banian civilians or "friendly"Kosovarrebels

needed to express resolve — all to obtain
jectives which changed drastically during

very first week of the campaign.
Most of NATO's original goals, articu-
in February at Rambouillet, France, have
quietly scrapped. No longer is NATO

erred with merely protecting Kosovar
banians — thefocus has switched to return-

Brian Dominick ing them to their homes after a mass "exodus"
and extermination brought about by the bomb-

. ing itself, both directly from the sky and indi-
rectly at the hands of vengeful Serb forces.
Forgotten are NATO's promises of "substan-
tial autonomy" and an eventual "referendum

- on Kosovar independence" — once a pivotal
point of NATO demands, now ignored by
NATO and its corporate media lapdogs. NATO
control of refugee repatriation, at one point a
proud insistence of the Western alliance, has
been handed to the UN Refugees Commis-
sion.

The NATO-controlled occupation of
Serbia, at one time a hidden but insistent
objective of the Western alliance, has been
yielded to occupation of Kosovo only, under
United Nations auspices. Without admitting
to capitulation on this point, which the West-
ern press never reported in the first place,
Clinton admitted on June 14 that without ac-
cess to Serbia, Milosevic's apprehension on a
war-crimes indictment handed down in the
last days of the campaign, may never be car-
ried out by NATO troops whose movement is
restricted by the Kosovo border . The indict-
ment itself may have been a pivotal element in
NA'J'O's decision to concede such a major
demand as unfettered access to Serbian terri-
tory — who could expect Milosevic, freshly
indicted for past human rights violations, to
sign a deal giving Western armies the ability to
extradite him for trial?

signor bs bombed

1LAMB•UILLET

WIW WAR WAS N=SSARy

Serbs out Kosovo
Albanians in.
oversi t & free reign
titre

	

out all

NATO probably never stood a chance of
achieving its objectives through a bombing
campaign. Such a strategy would have had to
force a total surrender on the part of theSerb-
dominated Yugoslav government . To relin-
quip sovereignty in Kosovo, the "cradle of
Serbian heritage," and allow the occupation of
Serbia, would have been an extreme capitula-
tion indeed . Therefore, it wasn't an option for
the proud people and government ofSerbia . If
someone was going to give in, it was going to
be NATO . So, whatever we 're being told by
politicians and reporters, that's precisely what
happened. In the end, after night upon nightof
seemingly relentless bombing, NATO signed
largely the same deal offered by Serbia on
March 23, the day before Western aggression
manifested itself as all-out warfare.

There is no telling whether the bombing
actually forced major concessions on the part
of Serbia from March 24 onward. We will
never know, because US diplomats like Rich-
ard Holbrooke, possibly the next ambassador
to the United Nations, refused to debate the
matter with Serbia, their bosses favoring'ag-
gression over discussion.

Several realities sadden conscious ob-
servers at this point:
.ethnic cleansing bySarb military and Kosovo

r rebel forces
• massive NATO bombing which caused more

than 6,500 deaths (with more to come as a
continued on pogo 21

Npn or be
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Clinton Escapes Under Media Blindfold
New York Times Ignores Violation of the War Powers Act
release by Fairness &
Accuracy 'In Reporting (FAIR)

But since the 60-day deadline expired,
the Times has not so much as mentioned the
War Powers Act.

In notable contrast to the Times' silence,
USA Today ran an editorial headlined "Again,
Public Gets Bypassed" (5/25/99), which ex-
amined the history of the Act and concluded
that the Clinton administration's refusal to
abide by it is"an exceedingly risky policy that
ignores both the ugly lesson of Vietnam and
the Founders' warnings about the ease with
which unconstrained kings spend lives ."

The War Powers Act, as USA Today
noted, is designed to guarantee a fundamental
democratic safeguard — that the people have
a say, through their elected representatives,
over whether or not the country goes to war.
Clinton is the first president ever to violate the
time limit provisions of the Act by keeping
troops in combat without congressional au-
thorization. Why isn't this news "fit to print?"

- FAIR Fairness Accuracy In Reporting
130 W. 25th Street New York, NY 10001

"Checks and

Balances, What

Checks and

Balances?"

May 25, 1999 —Clinton

A s of MAY 28, 1999, the indictment of
Slobodan Milosevic for war crimes is

the story of the day — the New York Times ran
two front page pieces on it on the day the
announcement was made (5/27/99) . And
Milosevic's indictment is an important story
for the American media to cover. But isn't it at
least as important for the press to cover accu-
sations that the US president is conducting an
illegal war? That story has gotten virtually no
mention in the Timer.

According to the War Powers Act of
1973, the president must "teminate any use of
United States Armed Forces" within 60 days
of the declaration of military action, unless he
receives Congressional authorization to do
otherwise . This period expired on May 25.
Three days into what seems to be a clear
violation of the law, the New York Times,
considered to be "the paper of record," hasnot
said a word about the expiration of the War
Powers Act's deadline.

Prior to the expiration of the 60 days, the
Times' coverage of the issue was skimpy . One
piece (4129/99) obliquely touched on the is-
sue, reporting that though Clinton promised to
seek Congressional support for sending in
ground troops, he would not seek Congres-
sional approval, since, as his spokesman,Joe Violates Letter, and Spirit,
Lockhart, said, "such a step would raise a host or US C4'Onsititutionof constitutional questions." Another article,
titled"NATOSays NeWBombing lstheStroll- Bum AIL INDICATIONS, today [May 25] will
gent Effort Yet," mentions in passing the suit mark the first time since enactment of the 1973
filed by Tom Campbelland 16 other represen- War Powers .Resolution that a President has
tatives against Bill Clinton ,for violating the openly violated the termination requirements
War Powers Act (511/99).

	

of that law.
The only serious attention the Timesgave Air strikes against Yugoslavia began on

to the issue was in a piece by Alison Mitchell March 24. The House of Representatives re-
called "Only Congress Can Declare War. fused to give approval for the air war in a

Really: It's True," which ran in the "Week In stunning tie vote of 213 to 213 on April 28.
Review" section (5/2199) . This article de- Today marks 60 days since President Clinton
scribed the House's voting down of a resolu- gave Congress official notice. Under the Wu
non in support of the air war, by a 213-213 Powers Resolution law, if the President does
vote, as "a philosophical muddle devoid of not have explicit authorization, he has 60 days
practical effect." In fact, the losing vote is tan to "terminate any use" of forces
importantelementinCtampbell'slawsuit,proof

	

Legal scholars Michael Ratner and Jules
that Clinton does not have congressional ap- Lobel who litigated Dellums v . Bush, the
proval for his military actions .

	

case that forced President Bush to obtain con-

Clinton's Violations

US Constitution: Article I, Section 8
"The Congress shalt have power to . ..

declare war . . ."

The War Powers Resolution:
"Within sixty calender days aftera report
is submitted . . . the President shall termi-
nate any use of United States Armed
Forces . . . unless the Congress
(1) has declared war or has enacted a

specific authorization for such use of
United States Armed Forces,

(2) has extended by law such sixty-day
period, or

(3) is physically unable to meet as a
result of an armed attack' upon the
United States.

Such sixty-day period shall be extended
for not more than an additional thirty
days if the President determines and
certifies to Congress in writing that un -
avoidable military necessity respecting
the safety of UnitedStatesArmed Forces
requires the continueduseof such armed
forces in the course of bringing about a
prompt removal of such forces."

research Courtesy Institute for
Public Accuracy

gressional authority for the GulfWar in 1991
are currently representing Rep . Tom

Campbell (R .-CaS) in Campbell v. Clinton,
pending in FederalDistrict Court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia. A hearing is likely next
week.

In a joint statement released today, Ratner
and Lobel said: "The President was violating
the Constitution on the first day of the war,
now amazingly enough he becomes the first
President ever to violate the termination pro-
vision of the War Powers Resolution . Bomb-
ings and killings are being carried out in our
names, but without the consent of the Ameri-
can people through their representatives. It 's a
very sad day. The imperial Presidency has
reappeared with a vengeance ."

For Tore information, contact the Insti-
tute for Public Accuracy : Sam Hussein, (202)
347-0020; David Zupan (541) 484-9167

— Insitute for Public Accuracy

4D



Thousands Protest US Militarism
Twenty-five CNY peace activists join National March on the Pentagon June 5.

against Yugoslavia, to wage war

	

inst bombsandcruisemis-
Russia, and China .

	

•

	

•

	

N riles as idle play-
All people of C~V/i

w
~an popular' things, tossed capri-

peace owe a debt to the -- Gordon an* peace Action ciously at innocent
people of Yugoslavia men, women and chit-
for their heroic resistance to NATO. Evan- dren by a Military superpower which is bereft
son of the free market system means exploita- of meaning, direction, and morality.
tion, slavery, and more wars against the people

	

That is why we are here to day. And we
of the world."

	

are not going away.".
John lives fn Aubum. He is active with

the CI WvSOA Abolitionists, and participated
Whet Witness for Peace Delegation to
Chiapas in March.

Gordon Clark, Executive
Director of Peace Action
`7 will tell you why we are here
today . We are here today because
we are the people who support
the rule of law over the rule of
force. We are here to day be-
cause we are the people who sup-
port human rights, and support
human life . We are here because
we are the people who workday
and night to build a world in the
21st century that is not only safe
for our children, but worthy of
them.

%T MY-RYE PEACE ACIIVISTS from upstate
New York drove to Washington, DC on

June 5 to join 5,000 to 10,000 others for a
National Marchon the Pentagon to protest the
bombing of Yugoslavia and, more broadly,
the practice of the United States government
of too readily resorting to violence to settle
international disagreements . The Washing-
ton, DC demonstration coincided with similar
events in San Francisco and around the world.

The call for the June 5 anti-war protest
was issued by the New York based Interna-
tional Action Center (IAC). There was con-
cern expressed locally about participating in
the event since the JAC is a creature of the
Worker's World Party (WWP), whose phi-
losophy is Marxist-Leninist and whose orien-
tation concerning Yugoslavia ispro-Milosevic.
After somediscussion it was generally agreed
that the most important thing was to take part
in the demonstration to show our opposition to
the war, especially since the event ;was being
supported by other
groups and individu-
als, including Peace
Action, Pastors for
Peace, Ramsey
Clark, and Women
in Black.

There were two
hours of speeches in
the park by the Lincoln Memorial, a march to
the Pentagon, followed by two-and-a-half
hours of speeches at the Pentagon.

The "people power" of e-mail was dem-
onstrated when, three days before the event,
the organizers were told that their pennit to
march on theVirginia highway to the Pane-
on was revoked. They immediately e-mailed

their network asking that everyone protest the
decision to the authorities . Thousands of pro-
tests via telephones and e-mail resulted in

aining the perm!
There were many good speeches, all

highly critical of the US and NATO ., which
was fine. However, I was bothered by the very
little that was said about the ethnic cleansing
'of the Kosovars and their brutal treatment by

John Fitzsimmons the Serbs . Nothing was mentioned about re-
turning the Kosovo refugees to their homes.
There were several references to the "heroic"
resistance of the Serbs to US/NATO.

Here are excerpts from some of the most
interesting speeches:

Sara Flounders,
Co-director of the
IAC and member
of the WWP.

	

forever and ever,

	

vilian populations,
"NATO is on thenunrch

	

and to use cluster

Reverend Lucius Walker, IFCOI
Pastors for Peace
" US aggression against Cuba is
similar to US/NATO aggression
in the Balkans. The US has an

obsession with the use of mili-
tary force . The United States
is not concerned with ethnic
cleansing in Kosovo. The US
objective is to counter the
effect of the USSR 's installa-
tion of socialism in Eastern
Europe and establish US he-
gemony in the area."

'"We are not going
away until our

government stops,
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off our backs

AND WE ARE NOT GOING AWAY!
We are not going away until this war on

the people of Yugoslavia stops and that in-
cludes rebuilding what we have destroyed. We
are not going away until the war on the people

of Iraq stops. We are
not going away until
our government stops,
forever and ever, to
wage war against ci-



Words against War & Imperialism
What does justice mean below the equator?
Eris Mar
translated by Valerie Singer

Conscientious Objector
Edna St. Vincent Millay

I shall die, but that is all that I shall do for
Death.

I hear him leading his horse out of the
stall; I hear the clatter on the barn
floor.

He is in haste; he has business in Cuba,
business in the Balkans, many cal Is to
make this morning.

But I will not hold the bridle while he
cinches the girth.

With his hoof on my breast, I will not bell
him where the black man hides in the
swamp.

I shall die, but that Is all that I shall do for
Death; I am not on his pay-roll.

I will not tell him the whereabouts of my
Mends nor of my enemies either.

Though he promise me much, I will not
map him the route to any man's door.

Am I a spy In the land of the living, that
I should deliver men to Death?

Brother, the password and The plans of
our city are safe with me; never
through me

Shall you be overcome.

Wine from These Grapes
Copyright 1940 Harper & Row, NY

In Latin America
there existed peoples of great wisdom
that the European colonizers
felt was their right to destroy.

In Africa existed tribes
that feasted on liberty
until the whites in their ignorance
bond them, threw them in ships
and enslaved them in the New World.

Today we live on the winds of luck
they tell us the earth we walk upon is
our own.
Yet they have used our ground
as an older child would
use an infant's toy,

step on it
throw it against the wall
steal the best parts
destroying
and still demand a price
to return the remains of our toy

And now, my sister
where will we hide?
Our forests of Brazil trees
have been transformed into sofas —
padded comfortable sofas
used to rest their conscience.

And now, my sister
you come to tell me
that one minute of nest
after completing a day's duties
is unjust for those who have no trees
on which to hang their hammocks.

And now, my 'sister
want to know

in this sea of injustice
What is justice
below the equator's line?

Eris 'Bobby' Mar Is a poet and activist
from Bahia; Brazil. He works and lives with
`IPETERRA', a grassroots collective fighting
for student rights, environmental education,
and sustainable permaculture practices in
Brazil's drought stricken sertao . For more Info
on IPETERRA, write cvaingOgd.eom .br> Val
is a former SPC staffperson studying the work

And he may mount by himself: I will not
give him a leg up.

continuing to enslave us.
Though he flick my shoulders with his

whip, I will not tell him which way
the fox ran .

of people like Eris in Brazil. A
International Law Allows Jury to Acquit Eight Who Blocked

Entrance to Nuclear Submarine Base
ON JUNE 10, a Kitsap County, Washington jury intervene when faced with weapons of mass
found eight activists who peacefully blocked destruction.
traffic into Bangor Nuclear Submarine Base The trial was both deeply intellectual and
on August 9, 1998, not guilty . After hearing emotional . Defendant Brian Watson of
two days' of testimony by defendants Marie Bremerton presented excerpts from the Hague
Bernard, Mary Gleysteen, Anne Hall, Convention of 1907, the Nuremberg Prin-
MacKnight Johnson, Bernard Meyer, Glen
Milner, George Rodkey, and Brian Watson,
the jury returned with their acquittal in less
than four hours.

In an unusual instruction, District Court
Judge James Riehl told the jury to consider in
their deliberations the fact that International
Treaties supercede local, state, and federal
laws . Defense attorney Kenneth Kagan in his
closing statement noted that the verdict of the
jury might be a referendum of how deeply
committed Kitsap County remains to provid-
ing a haven for nuclear weapons. Defendant
BernardMeyer, whorepresentedhimself, made
the case for following a moral obligation to

ciples, and the 1996 World Court ruling on the
illegality of nuclear weapons . Defendant Anne
Hall of Seattle referenced former US Attorney
General Ramsey Clark in saying that "some-
times the only way people can be heard is to
step across the line ." The presiding juror of the
jury was visibly emotional after the verdict
was delivered, stating that she was "proud to
sit with these people . "

The Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent
Action, a local group supporting the eight
activists, will continue its public opposition to
nuclear weapons.

— Sue Ablao, Ground Zero Center for
Nonviolent Action
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Button from 1978 national
conference on

re processing inBarnwell tNot In Anyone's Backyard!
Caravan of Conscience Exposes the Contamination Gap

closings in New England — four of which with Greenpeace and MASS "ALERT, orga-
have closed permanently . As with Yankee nized the first Caravan ("The Paul Revere
Rowe (or Rowe, shut in 1994) and Maine Alert") in 1994 to protest the shipment of
Yankee, the expressed reason for CY 's clo- Rowe's steam generators. The news that waste
sure was economic, but the real reason was the that had been contaminating their community
utility could not afford to perform mainte- for 30 years was just going to be dumped in

N PART 1 OF 114IS MtTnCt. last month ("The nance and improve management abuses to another poor community - one that is also
Wars of Contamination"), I wrote about bring the plant back within approved safety 46% African-American — was unacceptable

participating in a caravan on nuclear waste margins. Sort of like quitting ajob just before to CAN. They saw their community being
issues, die Caravan of Conscience : From April you're fired. Of course, the "other" real reason entangled in an unconscionable case of envi-
23-May 1, in the midst of the Columbine High ' was pressure from the reactor community — ronmental racism that only benefited the cor-
murders and national demonstrations against local people demanding the NRC uphold its poration.
NATO, the School of the Americas and the standards and not let the utility off the hook at

The F1000gateS Of Wasteexecution of Murcia Abu Jamal, a dozen ac- the expense of health and safety. Now CY is
twists traveled down the east coast from Con- decommissioning, the process of dismantling Rowe was a tiny reactor by comparison to

necticut to Georgia, and back north to Wash- the reactor and

	

most others in the country. It operated for 31

ington, DC.

	

cleaning up the site.

	

:years and had an 80

	

Our overwhelming sense was one of pro- While decommis-

	

megawatt (MW) ca-

found heaviness: a small band of people tak- sioning should be a

	

pacify, whereas

ing on an issue that the rest of the country — relief to the commu- . . :y

	

. . .. _ ' . ...s "

	

more modern plants

and the rest of our comrades in DC, Philly, 'thy and spell the

	

like CY, Nine Mile

New Yorkand elsewhere — were hardly pay- end of decades of

	

2, or Millstone 3

attention to . At the end of the Caravanan, as threats tohealth and
500MW-1,200MW.we distributed fliers at the SOA Watch rally in safety, sadly this is '
The same large, ir-Lafayette Park (across from the White House) not the experience

	

•• -= —

	

#

wearing radiation suits and gas masks, our of Haddam or of

	

radiated compo

second skins on the'Caravan., That feeling of Rowe, MA (site of McChernobyl — Over 50 million to be served. (See

	

nuts from CY that

distance was still thick. Although we were Yankee Rowe)
page 11). One of the Caravan's stranger pitstops . were shipped from

ready for the Caravan to be over, the feeling of two of the first reactor decommissionings in Rowe contain over 10 times the radioactivity

lightness at the rally didn't correspond to the the US . Prior, to the Rowe experience (1994), and weigh many times more. They will be

experience of struggle we had seen on the road decom was mandated a major federal action
for nine days .

	

under Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
It wasn't that the rally wasn't equally rules . Therefore it was highly regulated by the

"serious" — many of the speakers and per- NRC, the Environmental Protection Agency
formers there spoke directly to the kind of (EPA) and the National Environmental Policy
injustice we had been dealing with on the Act (NEPA).
Caravan. The lightness was rather that of the owever, with the first decommissioning
injustice having been fully pulled out into the of a reactor that served most of its life expect-
light of day, and its burden released through ancy, NRC threw out -its own rules and al-
having been shared by so many united in lowed Yankee Rowe to "strip and ship " with-
struggle to end it. The Caravan was by no out an approved plan and without public hear-
means only heavy, but as well as the empow- ings . This allowed Yankee to ship and bury
erment and the fun, we had to grapple with the 95% of the radioactive inventory (140,000
reality that our nation has only just begun to curies worth) to be buried in a shallow grave in
deal with one of the most ethically compli- the Barnwell dump in South Carolina. . Origi-
cated and deadly problems we face .

	

nally Rowe committed to use SAFSTOR, a
decommissioning process in which the reac-
tor is left intact for 30-50 years before dis-

NRC eventually got around these ringing in-
dictments by changing its rules ondecommis-

continued on next page

Decommissioning and CT Yankee
Our trip began in Haddam, CT on April 23, mantgement, If Yankee Rowe had waited 30
with a rally ontheHaddamGreen, a small park

years, as they promised, theradioactivity would
in the center of the tiny town on the Comical- have decayed from 140,000 to 14,000 curies,
cut River . The town is the site of the Haddam drastically reducing what workers would have
Neck reactor, also known as Connecticut Yan- been exposed to and what will leak into the
kee (or CY) . CY shut down permanently in ground at Barnwell.
1996, in the midst of a flurry of six reactor

	

Citizens Awareness Network (CAN),

loaded on a barge and shipped down the coastal
waterways from the North and Southeast to
Savannah, GA, where, they will be lifted onto
a train with a crane for the final leg to Barnwell.

CAN has watched the (d)evolution of
NRC's policies and precedents for decommis-
sioning from the ground floor . When they took
NRC to court over the Rowe dismantlement,
judges found NRC's practices:

• "to put it mildly, disquieting" (Federal Dis-
trict Court Judge Ponser);

• its "bureaucratic efforts to thwart citizens to
be heard" comparable to Charles Dickens'
fictional Office of Circumlocution in Bleak
House" (Ponser);

• "arbitrary, capricious, and utterly irrational"
(1st Circuit, US Court of Appeals);

• and in violation of the Atomic Energy Act,
the National Environmental Policy Act and
the Administrative Procedures Act (1st Cir-
cuit ., US Court of Appeals).
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sioning,eliminating the need for detailed plans tion, and get activists to attend the Northeast
and adjudicatory hearings in the reactor corn- Action Camp this summer (see page 3). As
munity, and relaxing standards for cleanup, CAN member Deb Katz said, "Our intention
inspections and regulatory oversight . The is to bring organizers from the South together
Rowe precedent set the stage for the Flood- with Northern reactor community organizers
gates of Waste to open in a continual white- to stop the cycle of contamination and sacri-
wash of contamination from the four corners lice ."
of the US to waste communities like Barnwell .

	

The organizing is difficult because of the
However, it isn't just the reactor and deep, often suppressed, divisions over the

dump communities at stake, although those trade-offs between jobs-and-taxes and health-
were our primary concerns when we began the and-safety -- as well as utility-sponsored in-
Caravan. We also visited transport communi- timidation, misinformation and ignorance . Or-
ties like Wilmington, NC, and
Savannah, GA and witnessed
the hazards they will face from
the movement of such pre-
carious, dangerous cargo . In
Wilmington, the barge will
pass through the backyards
of the rich aswell as the poor.
It is scheduled to pass under a .
draw bridge where boats of-
ten have to wait for over an
hour for the traffic to subside.
While parked there, the ra-
dioactive waste will be just
offshore of a fancy country
club. Just on the other side of
the bridge is a recreational
marina, with lots of little sail-

	

,NewJerseY. Horne of Salem

boats, motorboats and jet skis . 1 & 2and Hope Creek reactors.

And soon after that it will float by a new condo
development and pass between the pylons of
a large freeway overpass where 'signs along
the shore clearly warn people not to swim
because of the strong currents.

The first shipment from CY is also sched-
uled for September, which coincidentally is
hurricane season in the South . And these were
only some of the hazards we saw in only one
transport community. Were the barge to be
stuck or even lose its cargo in the waterway, at
best the waste would sit in the water for days
or weeks, contaminating the water and recre-
ational and residential areas with large amounts
of radiation while contractors try to engineer a
way to remove it.

Stirring Up the Waters
It is ethically and environmentally important
to stop the spread of waste through decommis-
sioning . The purpose of this spring's Caravan
was to alert communities along the east coast
about the impending shipments and to gener-
ate more awareness and activism. Specifi-
cally, we wanted to generate some press and
raise the issues in each of the communities,
gain experience and familiarity organizing
with local groups, formalize networks for ac-

of the Caravan drove there for a vigil at the
dump's gates, two of us continued on to Co-
lumbia, SC to set up for a rally later that day.
The vigil was done, as Deb Katz put it, "to
acknowledge the dead." The dead of thereac-
tor communities, and the deaths of those who
will continue to be murdered by the poisons
being dumped in the ground. The only audi-
ence was the overblown and unnecessary, po-
lice force making sure no one stormed the
fences. Caravan members spoke of intense
sadness, fear and anger at the vigil . Most cried.
Many left totems scattered in the dirt near the
fence. Some scattered flower seeds and pressed
them into the ground with their feet so the
police wouldn't see.

Barnwell is the only remaining low-level
dump for commercial nuclear waste in the US . '
The failure to locate a dump at Sierra Blanca,
TX, last year, the all but doomed plans for a
high-level waste,site at Yucca Mountain, NV,
and the stated intention of SC's new governor
to close Barnwell has the nuclear industry in a
vice grip about where to put its waste . The
illegality and' unsoundness of the recently
opened Waste Isolation Pilot Project (W1PP)
in NewMexico is only deferring the matter
slightly.

The news that contamination from the
dump is leaching to the single-source aquifer
for the area makes matters all the more press-
ing.In 1995, the SC Dept. ofilealth did a study
which found a 50-acre plume of tritium (radio-
active hydrogen, linked especially to infant
mortality and genetic disease) leaking from
the dump toward the aquifer. When the study
was repeated in 1998, the plume had already
grown to 100 acres in size. So long as the dump
remains open, clean-up will be fruitless be-
cause the amount of contamination is only
going to increase -- and the state of the art in
nuclear waste disposal is still simply to dump
it in the ground.

However, there is no local group in
Barnwell. There is no organized local resis-
tance — something which, on the surface,
might be a remarkable fact considering how
clear the issues are . The politics of the situa-
tion only puts more extreme pressure on the
communities bordering Barnwell (notably, the
towns of Barnwell and Snelling) . Those com-
munities are already seriously marginalized,
being poor, rural, and largely African-Ameri-
can. They also host the nuclear industry's only
waste dump, and the fact that the dump is but
a small lot on the back corner of the huge
Savannah River Nuclear Processing Facility
— where Westinghouse makes and repro-

continued on page 12

ganizing between commu-
nities, and between regions,
is also complicated because
of differing cultural and po-
litical landscapes, and first-
hand experience is often
helpful for learning how to
work together. Through the
Caravan, we got detailed
glimpses of the situation of
each community. The over-
all picture was one of the
war being waged on the very
fabric of community at all
levels of government . and
the economy.
For instance, in Peekskill,

NY (home to the three In-
dianPoint reactors), we were

videotaped and hassled by police during our
brief vigil downtown, for which we had a
permit. Later, we learned of the broiling con-
troversy in town over the City Council's in-
stallation of 24-hour surveillance cameras
downtown and in poor, largely African-Ameri-
can neighborhoods — and the arrest of . two.
community members who tried to speak about
it at a Council meeting . Their comments would
have been allowed at any other time in
Peekskill's history — except that the Council
changed the rules on public comment at the
same meeting they voted to install the video
cameras.

After a small panel discussion that night,
several people came up to us on the street and
said they saw us being hassled and expressed
strong support for the Caravan and for closing
the plants. Wediscussed the intimidation they
are experiencing — which isn 't just about the
nukes, but is intended to suppress and intimi-
date the unrest that is brewing . on a whole
range of issues relating to poverty, race, and
distribution of community resources.

The Silence at Barnwell
I did not actually visit the Barnwell Low-
Level Nuclear Waste Facility . While the rest
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Mobile Chernobyl . Life It or Not
Congressional Act Would Remove Communities' Ability to Say No to Shipments

will always be up to 80 high-level nuclear residents, but it would also void Environmen
waste sites scattered around the country.

	

tal Protection Agency standards for develop-
Although the nuclear industry claims that ing a permanent waste repository,also at Yucca

transportation is safe, the reality is that ship- Mountain . Studies show that it's likely to leak
ping highly irradiated waste through 43 states, dangerous radiation into the surrounding en-
within a half-mile of 50 million Americans, is vironment. The rapid water travel times from
a dangerous undertaking . The industry claims the proposed dump to the nearest wells sup-

plying drinking water require that Yucca
Mountain be disqualified as a site to dump
high-level nuclear waste . Several other rea-
sons for disqualifying Yucca Mountain in-
clude seismic activity, volcanic activity, and
geothermal up-welling.

Congress should not allow the nuclear
industry to short-circuit important environ-
mental and public health protections . With the

transported,- .prese risks-af''transporting highly irradiated nuclear
shipments could lead . waste_sd hìgl, there must be compelling ma-
to an astonishing 210 - sansto ship it,out. Unfortunately, the real
to 354 accidents . A reasoriTorxrtdving the waste is to bail out the
1986 DOE study de- industry, which invested billions in nuclear
scribes the conse- facilities, but failed to deliver on its promise of
quence in an analysis "electric power too cheap to meter ." Now,
of the repercussions with the deregulation of the electric power
of a rural transporta- industry, utilities fmd they are stuck with
Lion accident . The huge, money-losing generating plants. The
study warns that a Nevada dump site is just one more way tax-
scenario involving a payers arebeing stuck with the industry's bill.
high-speed impact, For the sake of the 50 million Americans who
long duration fire, and would be exposed to the risk of transportation,

fueloxidation would contaminate a42-square- we- ask our Senators and Representatives to
milearea. Cleanup of such an accident would oppose the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1999.
take about 15 months and cost $620 million. If

	

Kyle Rabin Is Ak & Energy Program
the NWPA becomes law, radioactive waste Associate at Environmental Advocates, a

shipments would travel through the Capital non profit public interest group based ln

Region along Con Rail routes. '

	

Albany.For more info about this and other
energy issues, you can reach Kyle at353

Because °accidents are inevitable, a pub- Hamilton-Sheet,Albany, 12210, fax(518)427-
lic debate is necessary to determine if the 0381'`or web<http://www.envadvocates.
benefits outweigh the risks. There is still time org>. Call Kyle at (518) 462-5526 00-238 or
to employ-a sound decision-making' process, : email<krabirieenvadvocates.org>
including public participation, to find amore
credible option. However, in a'brazen attempt
to stifle public discussion and participation,
the NWPA would override the ability of states
and localities to protect their citizens against a
nuclear waste shipment accident. Knowing
that communities across the country will not
tolerate the waste passing through, the indus-
try simply wants Congress to nullify local
laws so that no community could pass stricter
standards . This would leave local conununi
ties vulnerable to nuclear waste accidents.

Not only does the NWPA prevent state
and local governments from protecting their

Kyle .Rabin

A
PIER SEVERAL FAILED ATTEMPTS in previ -
ous years, the nuclear industry still con-

tinues to push for the passage of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (NWPA), legislation that
environmental and public health advocates
have dubbed "Mobile Chernobyl ." The NWPA
may be before the House of Representatives
and Senate for a full vote within the next few
weeks . The 1999 House and Senate versions
of the act would re-
quiie that highly ra-
dioactive waste cur-
rently stored on-site
at 'nuclear plants
across the country be ,
shipped to a tempo-
rary storage site in
Nevada.

The nuclear
power industry has a
public relations prob-
lem and is pretend
ing that moving the
waste solves it. In-
dustry lobbyists have poured $15 .5 million
into campaign coffers to persuade Congress
that transporting dangerous radioactive waste
to Yucca Mountain, -Nevada, which sits on'ati
earthquakefaultline and over an aquifer, makes
sense. The industry's main argument is that
storing nuclear waste at one site in one state is
preferable to leaving it where it is now : at 80
sites in41 states. However, a closer look at the
industry's rationale reveals several flaws.

Although the NWPA would require mov-
ing the radioactive wastefroril4 utilities in its
first year of implementation, nuclear waste
in the form of spent fuel rods — would still
remain at every reactor site for decades. Be-
cause of the immense levels of radiation and
heat, no spent fuel rods can be removed from
any reactor location until they have remained
in the on-site spent fuel pools for at least 5 to
10 years. •Therefore, no nuclear utility could
rid its site of all-its nuclear waste for at least 5
years after a reactor permanently shuts down.
As long as reactors continue to operate, there

No mock-up this time — this cask's for real.

that the small number of shipments that have
been transported safely proves that large scale
wastetransportationis feasible . Yet, the NWPA'
will require, over 100,000 shipments in the
next 30 years — a 4,350% increase in the
number of shipments to date.

Using the Department of Energy's (DOE)
projections and considering the total miles

nuclear waste will be

• Action reports & future actions •
Prisoner support info • International •
resistance news • Writings from jail •
A network for nonviolent direct action

$15/year
(US$2o Canada . US$25 overseas)
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trod* Worse the Expected -- Nee MIle 1 Restarts Agway
NRC Reiecis Pleas for Caution and Signs of Widespread Embrittle ment

NRC's REJRC'ON of the public's pleas for a
safety review of Nine Mile One set the stage
for restart the first week of June. However,
restart was postponed over a week because
a prestart inspection indicated leaks in the
reactor vessel . When workers inspected a
coolant drainage tube at the bottom of the
reactor vessel they found a large, through-
wall crack, as well as leaks in two tubes
which assist insertion of control rods.

While the latter leak is not thought to
compromise safety, the drain tube crack was
significantly more dangerous . Together,
though, the two cases area sign that cracking
in the core shroud is not an isolated problem
in the aging reactor. While much has been
made of the risk of the core shroud failing,
the greater danger is that any number of
other parts may be cracking as well.

In aresponse to Dr. Steve
Penn's letters last month, NRC
cited a probability of 1 in
100,000 that the core shroud
could be broken by an earth-
quake; they cited an additional
1 in 10 chance that safety sys-
tems would fail and that would
lead to a meltdown. However,
the 1 in 10 chance counts on
the safety systems being in
good shape. There are several
things that are dismaying
about these problems:

1)extremely dangerous — a
break in the drain tube
would sendprimary coolant water at high
pressure (-1,000psi) and temperature
(>500F) out of the reactor vessel onto the
floor of the secondary containment build-
ing. It could cause a loss of coolant and
would require the entire building to be
flooded with the radioactive water in or-
der to keep the fuel covered so it wouldn't
catch fire or melt . Also, , workers would
not be able to enter the area to work on the
problem because of the high temperature
and pressure.

2) NIMo not required to inspect other
tubes - NRC rules only require that
pipes more than 4"-wide be inspected.
Tubes under 4"-wide are not required to

be inspected, allowing NiMo to restart the
reactor without bothering to check other
safety systems..

3)not caught under leak-before-break
NRC and NiMo assume that before a pipe
breaks there will be a noticeable leak that
will bring it to the operator's attention.
However, they only caught these cracks
because of a manual inspection; the 'leaks
were not new, NiMq hadn't done the right
test yet. NRC's theory is not fully reliable.

4) ignoring the connections — NiMo and
NRC are dealing with each problem in
piecemeal fashion, as though allproblems
are isolated. The big picture is important
in assessing safety — and the big picture
has cracks all over it.

The bottom line at this point is that no one —
not NiMo, not the NRC, not the public —

knows what the actual
safety of Nine Mile One
is at this point. That the
people who have the au-
thority to shut the plant
have not done so is an
unconscionable endan-
germent of Central New
York and the entire re-
gion.

In other nos ..
As the PNL goes to press,
weare awaiting news that
NiMo has cut a deal with
AmerGen — a multina-

tional conglomerate -- to sell NM1 and 2.
Although we should all be glad to be rid of
NiMo as a nuclear operator, AmerGen's
record is no better.

FitzPatrick (run by New York Power
Authority, it is the quiet cousin of NM1 and
2) is a pilot plant in NRC's new performance
review process . The process hasbeenroundly
criticized by everyone from Union of Con-
cerned Scientists to the US General Ac-
counting Office as full of holes holes
which reflect and compound NRC's own
weaknesses is aregulator . NRC is holding a
meeting on June 30 to hear public comment
on Fitzy's first review . . . . More on both these
items next month. — Tim Judson „

db

Caravan. Part 2

err page 1

ceases bombs for the DoE — and you get a
picture of how utterly expendable the people
there are in the eyes of industry, government
and military. The level of intimidation the

Yankees of CAN experience in calling atten-
tion to the problems is certainly nothing
compared to the pressure on local people to
sit back and do nothing.

Coming Home
ew Yorkers are partly to blame for

Barnwell's being the only low-level dump.
Years ago, the Don't Waste New York cam-
paign was hugely successful in stopping a
dump from being sited inCNY, and the US's
promotion of nuclear fuel reprocessing was
shut down partly because Western NY activ-
ists shut a facility south of Buffalo.

One popular slogan of such movements
has been "Not in My Backyard," but the
main lesson of the'Caravan .is it is notenough
just to refuse a dump here in NY . Our state's
nuclear waste problem is a long ways from
being resolved. NYS was one of the top five
states contributing waste to Barnwell in 1998.
We are still producing it every day– it just
doesn't get buried here in our communities.

The most sobering realization from the
Caravan was seeing how our economy is
being sustained by disparity of contamina-
tion, as well as disparity of income. It is hard
for me to think about "CNY" anymore, with-
out first thinking of how fragmented it is
between areas that are relatively prosperous
and clean, and the areas like the South Side

Oswego which are poor and contami-
nated — the former by the incinerator and
sewage in Onondaga Creek, the latter by
nuclear, coal, and cogeneration plants.

We should take seriously the image of
Carousel Center, sitting on the shores of
Onondaga Lake, as a sign that we can no
longer afford the illusion that industrial deca-
dence and Axtended credit are not active
forces in the erosion of our community . In-
stead of a commons we have apre-fab shrine
of materialism and shabby commercializa-
tion; instead of a beautiful, healthy lake and
historic birthplace of the Iroquois Confed-
eracy and the Great Peace, we have a dead
pool of mercuric sludge and sewage. We
need an ethic now, not a slogan – "Not in
Anyone's Backyard!"

As we go to press, Tim's chiles are doing
well, although they are a btt mi ffed that he
has not transplanted them yet. 0
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On the Wrong Track;
Pataki greases the skids under capital defendants (again)

Next, crimes subject to capital punish-
ment would be expanded to include "thrill
killing," killing with torture, killing by gang
members, killing inorder to obtain an inherit-
ance, and even being an accomplice to a capi-
tal crime. Also, if a jury deadlocks during the
penalty phase of a capital trial, the judge will
be given , discretion to cast the deciding vote
and impose the death penalty.

Finally, prosecutors would be given the
opportunity to call witnesses unconnected with
the crime, specifically, families of the victims.
The emotional and psychological impact of
these appearances would be devastating to the .
defense case. All of these changes would
increase the likelihood of wrongful convic-
tions, especially in the all too common case of

a less than competent defense.
According to the New York

Times article, Chief Judge Judith
Kaye, apparently bowing to pres-
sure from Pataki, recently reduced
fees payable to defense attorneys
in capital cases . Prisoners' Legal
Services, which defends most
death row inmates, will disappear
completely without further fund-
ing . And there you have it, more
death penalty prosecutions and
fewer resources to oppose them.
More innocent people are likely
to be prosecuted.

There is one bright spot, though. Anti-
death penalty literature is still being pub -
lished. As the librarian of a correctional facil-
ity, I review books on prisons and prison
issues for professional journals. In the past
three months, I have reviewed three such
books. The most recent, and . probably : the best
of the lot, isFindingLife on Death Row,edited
by Katya Lezin . Due for publication in Sep-
tember, the book profiles six death row in-
mates . Despite the fact that such books receive
little publicity, they continue to come out.
Vive la literature!

The Coalition to Repeal the Death Pen-
alty in NewYork metonJune 12 inBinghamton
and plans a large conference in the spring of
2000 . The group's` next meeting will be at
12:00 on Saturday, July 31 at the First Con-
gregational Church at the corner of Broad-
way and Front Streets in Binghamton . For
irgormation please contact Frances Sandiford
at (914) 876-4626.

THE ISSUE OFT E DEATH PENALTY iS still very
much in the headlines, although now

with a somewhat different slant. In January,
visiting Pope John Paul II was able to con-
vinceGovernor Mel Camahan of Missouri to
commute the death sentence of :convicted
murderer Darrell-Meese to life withoutparole.
Later. IUiaois exonerated Ronald Jones, al-
ready on death row, when DNA tests finally
proved that he could not have committed die
crimes for which he wasconvicted eight years
ago. Since 1997 when the
.death penalty was reinsti-
tuted, : Illinois has exoner-
ated twelve men who were
able to prove their inno-
cence, often within days of
their scheduled execution.

Incidents such as these
have prompted at least ten
states plus Illinois to sup-
portbills that call for a mora-
toriumon the death penalty
until: it can be determined
that it is being fairly admin-
istered. Four more states,
Michigan, Maine, Massachusetts, and Iowa
soundlydefeated bills that would have estab-
lished capital punishment.

Can the death penalty ever be fairly ad-
ministered? Should it be administered at all?

Governor George Pataki certainly thinks
it should . Although there has yet to by an
execution under the latest capital pwrnishment
statute in the Empire State, Governor Pataki,
on his own initiative, is trying to ensure there
will be by expanding the number of capital
offenses. In aascent editorial, The New York
Times denounced these actions and declared
that the state is "on the wrong track." What-
ever it may be worth, it's gratifying to have
The Times on our side.

Pataki has proposed a number of changes
to the death penalty rules in this state . First, a
person charged with a capital crime could no
longer plead guilty in order to avoid trial and
risk of the death penalty . Under present law
the guilty plea is an accepted escape hatch.

Frances Sandford
ACTON UPDATE

Close The' SOA!

Kathleen Rumpf's Release
Coming Soon!
Yes, it is almost one year since Kathleen
Rumpf began her 12-month sentence for
"changing" the sign outside Fort Bening.
After having made an involuntary tour of a
number of jails and prisons, Kathleen is con-'
pleting her sentence at Carswell Federal
Penitentionary in Fort Worth, Texas and will
be released on July 19 . As befits her, Kathleen
has arranged for several speaking engage-
ments with local faith and social justice orga-
nizations to share her observations and expe-
riences with the federal prison system.

Margaret Birdlebough and Rae Kramer,
representing the Syracuse Peace Council and
the local CNY/SOA Abolitionists, will be.
going to Texas to escort Kathleen home, via
Louisiana where Kathleen has family . Know-
ing Kathleen and Margaret, this has the mak-
ings of an interesting road trip.

A "WELCOME HOME KATHLEEN"
celebration has been planned for Friday, Au-
gust 27, at beautiful Camp Brockway, located
at Pratts Falls Park, just south of Jamesville.
From 1 pin until dark we will celebrate with
Kathleen in this first-of-its-kind "Welcome
Back to Civil Society Shower ." We will have
the afternoon to hang out with Kathleen and
enjoy the park, light charcoal around 5pm,
picnic and share with Kathleen those shower
gifts one may need to readjust to civil society.
Call Paul Frazier or Deb Kenn 487-2739 for
details and offers of help.

May 3 Pentagon Action Charges
Dismissed
Without explanation, the government has dis-
missed the charges against the 53 given viola-
tion tickets for the SOA protest/civil disobe -
dience action outside the Pentagon on May 3,
1999. One can guess that they were dissuaded
by the thought of 53 people taking advantage
of the opportunity to address the court. Can it
be that the threat of speaking truth to power
was enough? See you next time.

— Rae Kramer
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Anti-SOA Movement ,Springs into Action .:
Campaign Brings Thousands to Washington, DC for May Day Weekend Actions

that CNY/SOA Abolitionist T-shirts and head

	

The Pentagon authorities did not obstruct
scarves would sell like tortillas. In fact, we the procession's progress, but escorted us with
sold out early in the weekend. Saturday police cars in our way around three sides of the
evening's concert with Pete Seeger, Odetta, building to the parade grounds in front of the
Jon Fromer, Iris Dement, and the Grupo "River Entrance" used by only the "top brass ."
Morazan filled the New York Avenue Presby- Upon arrival at the parade grounds we were
terian Church to capacity.

With the long day Sat-
urday and somewhat im-
provised sleeping accom-
modations for many of the
participants, it was good
that Sunday's activities. did
not start until noon . Plan-
ning and orientation for the
next day 's action at the Pen-

tagon, including training for
those new to nonviolent
civil disobedience, called
for a major block of time
and space. Facilities at
American University were Scene from the Pentagon - the deal- The accumulated "evi-

ers in death repent. Tim Judson photo.
well chosen for the task .

	

deuce," piled on a 4 x 8 sheet
With the large numbers attending, it was nee- of plywood, was carried to the front of the
essay to repeat training sessions and related parade grounds where the police guarding the
workshops on local media work, lobbying on Pentagon building were stationed. The
the SOA, issues in Guatemala, Chiapas, and spokesteam's request for a meeting with A ril-
Colombia until 7pm.

	

liam Cohen was ignored, then finally refused.
Monday's action required thatmost par- At this point a number of participants began to

ticipants catch the first (5 :30am) metro to be lie down on the broad sidewalks so that others
sure to get to the Pentagon in time to form up couldusepreviously concealedbottles of water
for procession that started on time at lam at the soluable red paint to draw outlines of the

South Entrance . "bodies" in "blood" on the sidewalk. This
Leading the proces- action finally brought forth the arresting offic-
sion were the four ers, who confiscated the paint bottles and put
spokespersons, Jeff plastic handcuffs behind the backs of those
Winder, Sr. . Dorothy wielding the paint. Those arrested were led to
Pagosa, Reverend a waiting bus and eventually transported to a
Ken Kennon, and processing building some distance away from
Ann Tiffany, whose the Pentagon. Approximately 60 were appre-
assignment was tone- hended, but a few were released (apparently
gotiate with the au- randomly) for lack of evidence . The process-
thorities as circum- ing took all afternoon and a reported 55 were

charged with civil disobediece and given
court appearance dates in July. Only one

the SOA while requesting a meeting with Central New Yorker, Rae Kramer, was among'
Secretary of Defense William Cohen. The rest the arrested.
of the procession consisted of those carrying - All other participants in the procession
large crosses with the names of countries were escorted the remaining distance around
affected by the SOA, soil bearers, evidence the building, back to the Metro entrance, from
bearers, "presente!" singers and drummers, whence they made their way to the Capitol
bearers of the "SOA Death Machine" and steps for a vigil and lobbying Congressional'
hundreds of small cross bearers wearing white offices . The Washington Post reported that
death masks . •

	

continued Cn next pdOe

T WAS A GREAT WEEKEND in Washington.
Even the weather was above average.

On Saturday afternoon Lafayette Park,
just behind (or in front of) the White House,
was filled with activists from all over the
country, bearing signs and lifting their voices
for the closure of the School of the Americas.
Who knows how to count crowds? Estimates
ranged from 2000 to 3000 . From the platform
with its microphones and loudspeakers, Fa-
ther Roy Bourgeois and Carol Richardson, co-
directors of SOA Watch welcomed the arriv -

als, and musical offerings were interspersed
with messages of hope and commitment from
a wide variety of interest groups.

A ceremonial Mayan blessing, recogni-
tion of the SOA prisoners of conscience, an
overview by author Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer,
were followed by addresses on the theme of
"Nunca Mas!" from survivors and other repre-
sentatives of Haiti (Dr. Marie Racine), Mexico
(Eduardo Diaz Reguera and Teresa Ortiz
Johnson), Honduras (Mario Saigado), Colom-
bia (Cecilia Zarate Laun), Guatemala (Jenni-
fer Harbury and Adriana Bartow), attd Chile
(Roberto Leni), as well as a group of Native
American Indians.
Musical offerings in-
cluded Grupo
Morazan from El Sal-
vaddr, John Fromer,
singer, songwriter,
and labor activist,
Pete Seeger, and
many others . Also
evident on the plat-
form was the "Death lobe • ent protesters and the rover of red at the
Machine," a skull Pentagon Mall Entrance . Lee SiuHin photo.

	

stances required, and
wearing a mortarboard, constructed of heavy to "present the evidence" calling for closing
paper over a light wood frame measuring
about six feet in all three dimensions and
symbolizing the SOA.

This afternoon and , the days that fol-
lowed were an opportunity to greet old friends
from previous gatherings at Fort Benning,
members of the SOA 25 prisoners, and Wash-
ington (Capitol steps and Pentagon) vigils.
Enough newcomers were present to assure

allowed to proceed with the
ceremony of presenting the
evidence ' regarding the role.
of the SOA in human rights
violations throughout Latin
America. There was a sym-

bolic dismantling of the
"Death Machine" and cover-
ing it with "sacred spil"
brought for the occasionfrom
our homes all over the United
States, and covering it all with

* a black cloth adorned with .a. .

red carnation symbolizing '
Central American rebirth.
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Untold Story of Healing~`'~-'~Guatemala's .

Truth Commission Just One Part of Nation's Healing Process
Megan Rice and to Bishop Rios, successor and long time

friend to Gerardi. There was a large crowd
filling the Cathedral plaza with the iron fence
between the 12 pillars marked with the names
of the victims carved on the marble slabs.
Banners hung on the high fences and on the

ISTER MEGAN Rtct arrived at the SOA pro- walls of the cathedral ; posters with pictures of
test in Washington, DC on May 1,1999 by the Bishop.

way of Guatemala, wearing an orange cap There were many speeches, poems, songs
with the name GERARDI printed on the front. and so much love, courage mixed with the
While serving six months in Danbury Federal obvious sense of hope that new life can and is
Prison with Ann ?zany and Doris Sage for emerging in this country which has so suffered
protesting the SOA (as Nick Cardell and Dan from the repression. Significantly, there was
Sage served similar sentences in Allenwood, no obvious military presence although the
and as Kathleen Rumpf and Ed Kinane waited military high command center is within sight.
sentencing), Megan heard of the April 25, The President is conveniently in France.
1998 assassination of Bishop Juan Girardi of

	

Megan continues: We go to the
Guatemala. An advocate of the poor, the

	

Archdiocesan Office of the Human
bishop had worked for three years on

	

Rights Commission to speak with
the 'RHEMI Report. The Report

	

Roberto Cabrera, current Director
not only validated the UN

	

M a of the REMHI project. He tells
Truth Commission Re-
port about the .,
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200,000 deaths
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temalan Civil War,
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Gerardi's death has
attend the first anniversary of the
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had a paradoxical effect:
bishop 's assassination. Her report, a Pace
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Fear, yes, and yet awareness of
strong twelve page document of witness,
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why the bishop was killed. So we
keep on trying to ask for truth, to demand

justice.'
`Now in the last three months we have

seen change. People have less fear. People
may have been distracted and misinformed,

. but now are really aware that his death is
linked with truth and justice. Before there was
no opening space for people to speak, to learn
why things are as they are . Now after all that
effort, we are preparing a popular version of
the Report, and preparing manuals to help
animators use the Report . We need to work
with the perpetrators . We are having suicides
from people who are unable to accept their
guilt . Now there are processes of conflict

resolution, mental health support, and educa-
tion for peace. A team of forensic anthropolo-
gists is being trained to help people deal with
their hiticty, not just to oppose the perpetra-
tors. '

Not only does news of this extraordinary
gathering not easily reach us in the United
States, but also we miss out on understanding
what it means for-a nation to go through the
incredibly difficultprocess ofhealing, of over-
comingfears and deep, deep scars . We have
much to learn from the people of Guatemala.
We thank Megan for bringing these reflec-
tions back to us.

AM-SOA Action

Continued from page 13

Pentagon officials estimated the crowd at the
demonstration at 350 to 400, but participants
who were assigned "Peacekeeper" roles and
therefore walked beside the columns of four-
abreast marchers assert that the number was
closer to 1000.

During the remainder of Monday and
Tuesday, Central New York participants vis-
ited the offices of Senators Schumer and
Moynihan and Congressman Walsh.

All were given a cordial welcome and
adequate time for discussion of the two bills
calling for closing the SOA . Mr.Walsh has
signed on as a co-sponsor of Moakley's HR
732 and his aid assured the visiting delegation
that the House bill would make it to a vote this
session. He predicted a very close vote which
could go either way, but assured us of Walsh's
continued support, and suggested that we
should devote major efforts to the Senate. Our
delegation to the Senators' offices were also
warmly received. Schumer was an early co-
sponsor of Senator Durbin's S .873, and his
staff indicated that they were working closely
with Moynihan's staff, indicating that a de-
gree of optimism is not unreasonable on that
possibility . In summary, it appears that we
should bring our efforts to bear onMoynihan's
office and do what we can to help fellow New
Yorkers bring along the members of the House
who are not yet "educated."

All in all, it was a weekend to cherish.
Dan is a CNY/SOA Abolitionist and

former prisoner of conscience In The struggle
to close the School of Assassins .

I,-

is available through the Syracuse Peace;
Council.

We learn through Megan and Guatema -
lan front page newspaper accounts that over
100,000 gathered in Guatemala City, at no
small cost, to celebrate the bishop's life and to
collectively shout "NUNCA MASt"

An excerpt of her journal from Guate-
mala City follows:

Near us, standing bravely among us is
Senora Carmen Gerardi, his sister, and a few
other relatives . We are close enough to extend
our sympathies personally, an unexpected in-
timacy . Also to bring greetings from our
people (including W.Africa) to the Archbishop
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Violence Escalates in East Timor
Indonesian military's anti-independence campaign moves into high gear

Archbishop Theodore E.
McCarrick

HE PEOPLE OF EAST TIMdR have experi-
enced this year a level of violence not

seen since the 1970s when Indonesian forces
invaded and annexed that territory. Rampag-
ing groups of armed militias have committed
numerous atrocities upon mostly unarmed,
pro-independence communities and individu-
als . While there are factions among the
Timorese as well as an armed pro-indepen-
dence guerrilla movement, the vast majority
of the violence has been committed by para-
military bands linked to the Indonesian secu-
rity forces .

	

,
On April 6, dozens of People were shot

and hacked to death at the Catholic church in
LiquiUa, a massacre Bishop Carlos Ximenes
Belo of Dili has likened to that at the Santa
Cruz Cemetery in 1991 . Just days later, more .
than a dozen people who had taken refuge in
the home of a leading pro-independence fig-
ure and brother of the former Indonesian ap-
pointed governor were killed by roving mili-
tias. In these and other instances, reports
indicate that Indonesian police either stood by
or directly participated in the attacks.

Throughout the territory, armed mem-
bers of the dozen or so local militias that have
sprung up in the months after B .J. Habibie
became president of Indonesia a year ago have
waged a relentless campaign of intimidation
and violence directed at those thought to favor
independence. Estimates of people killed in
recent months range from well over 300 to as
many as 1,000.

Over 40,000 East Timorese have fled
their homes and farms, raising again the spec-
tre of hunger that devastated much of the
island in the late 1970s . Many are without any
help and need the protection and relief that
could be provided by the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross, if allowed to enter in
sufficient numbers.

Since President Habibie announced in
late January that the people of East Timor
were to be given a choice between autonomy
and independence, army elements have fo-
mented a campaign of anti-independence
violence that has swept the island. From all

accounts, the vast majority of the violence has
been committed by the pro-Indonesian mili-
tias . In many_ instances Indonesian military
have been reported as either doing nothing to
stop the mayhem or as encouraging and actu-
ally participating in it. It is beyond question
that the Indonesian government has failed in
its responsibility to maintain order and pro-
vide security for the people:

In early May, the Indonesian and Portu-
guese foreign ministers signed an accord at the
United Nations calling for a popular consulta-
tion in East Timor. Scheduled initially for

Sunday, August 8 of this
year, the people are to be
given the choice of voting
for autonomy or indepen-
dence. The UN has begun
deploying its personnelwho
will prepare for and moni-
tor the vote; but the vio-
lence has continued. Un-
less it is brought under con-
trol and the militias dis-
banded, the conditions_ es-
sential for a fair and free
vote will be seriously lack-
ing. At this time, a post-

ponement seems likely. A delay, however, of
more than a few months could result in the
entire consultation plan coming undone if
forces opposed to the plan come to power as a
result of recent elections in Indonesia . If that
were to happen, the prospect of even greater
civil strife enveloping all of EastTimorcannot
be ruled out.

What can be done? The Church in East
Timor is urgently directing its efforts toward
achieving trust and mutual acceptance among
those engaged in conflict . Nevertheless, even
such unstinting efforts have had limited im-
pact under circumstances ruled by outside
forces bent on promoting violence and strife.
The two bishops in this majority Catholic and
intensely religious country have long com-
bined their fearless denunciation of the vio-
lence with an insistent call for dialogue and
reconciliation among contending parties . They
have formed a Peace and Reconciliation Ini-
tiative to promote dialogue and conflict reso-
lution among the main Timorese groups and
with representatives of the police and govern-
ment.

On_May 13, Ascension Thursday, the

bishops with their clergy and religious leaders
led a huge, peaceful march through the streets
of Dili calling for an end to the violence. The
previous day, the bishops had joined with
Protestant, Muslim and Hindu leaders in joint
prayers for peace. "We know our land was
once peaceful," said Bishop Belo, "but now it
has a history of war, death, imprisonment,
weeping and suffering ." He prayed that East
Timorese would be kept from killing each
other, and days later, speaking of the August
vote, he insisted that "after the choice is made,
no group must feel it has won or lost ."

In the short term, however, decisive ac-
tion by parts of the international community
seems more essential than ever andcould spell
the difference between a peaceful outcome
and continued bloodshed. ,As the numbers of
the United Nations Assistance Mission to East
Timor (UNAMET) increase, they will be able
more effectively to monitor and report on the
conditions that either favor or impede a suc-
cessful consultation . While their present man-
date does not allow them to offer any direct
protection to persons under attack, nor are
they allowed to carry sidearms, the particular
circumstances of East Timor suggesta review
of that policy . Bishop Belo has just recently
stated that for a successful consultation to be
held, a far larger and armed United Nations
presence will be necessary.

More importantly, the Indonesian mili-
tary that is widely cited as organizing, arming
and inciting many of the paramilitary mobs
must end such activity and resume their proper
function of protecting the citizenry and main-
taining order. For this to happen, far greater
diplomatic pressure must be applied by other
governments, and it must be done immedi-
ately. The window of opportunity for effec-
tivediplomatic action here isnarrow. We urge
that our government act decisively to take the
necessary steps, including consideration of
maintaining a resident diplomatic presence in
the territory throughout this period.

We join with the bishops of East Timor,
Carlos Ximenes Belo and Basilio Do
Nascimento, and all the Church and people of
that troubled land, in praying that thisyearwill
mark the true beginning of a lasting peace, in
which the rights and dignity of all will be
respected.

Archbishop McCarrick is the chairman
of the US Catholic Conference Committee
on international Policy
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Local Activists Go to Trial for December
Civil Disobedience Action
ON DECEMBER 16,1998 overfifty people gath-
ered at the Federal Building, downtown Syra-
cuse, responding to the imminant bombing of
Iraq announced earlier that day . Three men,
Jerry Berrigan, Peter DeMott, ,and Dick
Keough were arrested and face . one felony and
.two misdemeanors, charged with spray paint -
ing on the building . They await a court date.
Two women, Audrey Looma and Lisa Guido,
were arrested the next day in Syracuse City
court on three misdemeanor charges from the
actions of the night before . A photograph of
Audrey in the morning paper came to the
attention of an officer who called her out ofthe
courtroom where she was in support of the
three men. Audrey and Lisa requested a jury
trial and defended themselves . Here is their
report to the community about their/une 1 and
2 days in court. —ed. note

THE TRIAL STARTED promptly at 9a.m with the
judge denying our request to instruct the jury
about the justification defense and barring
international law ex-
pert Donna Arzt `', ..
from testifying . We
then moved into jury
selection, which
took about an hour.
Lisa took the first
round and did, ac-
cording to one law-
yer, the best job he
had ever Seen in 26
years of practicing
law We ended up
with a jury of six
women, one who_ opposed the bombing of
Iraq . We noted later that the prosecutor seemed

to have an understanding of gender flexibility:
she addressed the jury each time as "Ladies
and Gentlemen of the jury ." She didn't how-
ever seem able to understand the difference
between improving a wall with paint and bomb-
ing infants and mothers in a maternity hospi-
tal . In questioning Lisa, she compared our
"property damage" with the "property dam-
age" in Iraq as if they were the same things.

Khalid with his mother,

	

The prosecutor
Al Mansur Hospital,

	

gave her opening
Baghdad, Dec . 1996. statement, and we
Neurobiastoma. Died, gave ours just before
August 1997

lunch break on Tues-
day . Amazingly, the judge overruled three of ,
her objections during our opening . The rest of
Tuesday was spent on witnesses for the pros-
ecution:

We started again on Wednesday at 9am
with the last police witness . Joy Meeker

testified next as an eyewitness . She was able
to speak about her work in conflict resolution
and peace studies, including her knowledge of
the history of nonviolent resistance in this
country. She also spoke about our demeanor
during the action . Joy also did an excellent job
creatively answering the prosecutors badger-
ing questions . Joy was asked one question 10
times, and each time the prosecutor objected
to her answer.

Neil Golder, our next witness, spoke about
his trip to Iraq and our demeanor during the
action. Lisa and I testified last, each speaking
about our reasons for being at the Federal
Building, our intent in doing the action, our
knowledge of the situation in Iraq, and other
legal means we had used to affect U.S . policy
towards Iraq.

We then gave our closing arguments,
and the prosecution gave hers: "It was a peace-
ful protest that turned CRIMINAL, They went
too .far." Lisa gave most of our closing state-
ment, speaking about the Nuremburg prin-
ciples, the conditions in Iraq, and our obliga-
tion to speak out onbehalf of the Iraqi people.

After about an hour of deliberating, the
jury found us guilty on all counts : criminal
mischief, making graffiti, and possession of
graffiti instruments . The jury did, however,
seem moved by what they learned about the
situation in Iraq. We are ordered to report
August 18th for sentencing .

—Audrey Looma

46

Voices in the Wilderness Members challenge US Attorney —
"Bring us to court or bring Ms . Albright to court"
VOICES IN THE WILDERNESS MEMBERS, who call
for an immediate lifting of economic sanc-
tions against Iraq, brought their protest to the
Federal Building in Chicago on June 17.
During their demonstration outside the build-
ing, the group sent a delegation to the US
Attorney's office requesting that he transmit a
message to US Attorney General Janet Reno.
They want Ms.
Reno to choose
either to bring
Voices in the Wil-
derness to court
for the alleged
crime of bringing
medicine to Iraq
or to bring Secre-
tary of State Ms.
AIbright to court
for crimes against
humanity.

"I recently re-
turned from Iraq,"
said Voices in the
Wilderness member Bishop
Gumbleton, of Detroit, who joined the group.
" I can testify that the sanctions are a lethal
weapon afflicting nearly every family I met.
Lifting the sanctions is a matter of utmost

urgency and it should bebrought before courts
of law. Ms. Albright's advocacy of these
sanctions has been a criminal violation of the
laws of human decency and of international
law." Gumbleton spoke at the rally about a
new British-Dutch proposal to the UN which
suggests lifting the sanctions against Iraqi
exports.

Referring to Northwestern University's
earlier decision to award an honorary degree
of law to Ms . Albright, Gumbleton said that,

far from receiving an
Muhammad, AI Mansur honorary law degree,Hospital, Baghdad,

	

~'
Dec., 1996.Leukemia . Ms. Albright should face

Vii; Died March 1997

	

the US Attorney Gen-
eral to answer for her

part in helping start four military violations
of international law in the past year.
Gumbleton, who has traveled to Iraq three
times, has witnessed the effects of the Clinton
administration's policy toward Iraq. "The
administration says, `We will continue to kill
Iraqi children until their government com-
plies with Qur demands,' said Gumbleton.

"That's the very definition of terrorism ."
Members of the group expressed relief

that, due to her schedule, Ms . Albright will not
attend the Northwestern commencement.

— Voices in the Wilderness r,
db
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Don't worry, the government checks these
things out
Medical officers at the U .S . Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) say that the FDA is
giving the green light to dangerous new drugs.
Promising anonymity, Public Citizen's Health
Research Group surveyed FDA medical offic-
ers, physicians responsible for the primary
reviews of New Drug Applications for drugs,
to determine their opinions about recent
changes in the drug approval process.

Nineteen medical officers identified 27
new drugs that they reviewed in the past three
years and thought should not be approved but
were approved anyway . Seventeen medical
officers described the current standards of
FDA review for safety and efficacy as
"lower" or "much lower" compared
with those in existence prior to 1995.

One medical officer told Public
Citizen that a high-ranking FDA offi-
cial had told him, "Everything is
'approvable. We can use the label cre-
atively to lower the problems ."

The study also found that 12 of
the medical officers identified 25 dif-
ferent new drugs that they reviewed
in the past three years which in their
opinion had been approved too
quickly. Nineteen medical officers
stated that the pressure on them to approve a
greater proportion of new drugs was "some-
what greater" or "much greater" compared
with the period prior to 1995 . The sources of
this pressure were identified as the Officer
Director, the Center Office, the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, Congress, and the medical offic-
ers' own division directors.
Source: Multinational Monitor

Nobody told us to say that
NBC made some last minute improvements to
its suspense movie "Atomic Train". The movie
was originally about a train going out of con-
trol while carrying a nuclear bomb and nuclear
waste. After heavily promoting the movie's
factual basis, NBC suddenly changed its mind
with "no input" from it's parent company, GE,
a big investor in nuclear power . Alerted to the
"fact" that nuclear wastes are not transported
by trains, they added a disclaimer emphasiz-
ing the movie's fictional character which they
showed at every commercial break. Then they
overdubbed every mention of nuclear waste
with the phrase "hazardous waste", thereby
achieving the look of a dubbed Japanese hor-
ror film. Meanwhile there is a bill before

Congress to allow the ' shipping by rail of
77,000 tons of nuclear waste (make that "haz-
ardous waste") through 43 states.
Source : American Newspeak

You get what you pay for
As the National Gambling Impact Study Com-
mission prepared to deliver on June 18 its final
report — which included a recommendation
for modest restrictions on state but not federal
gambling industry campaign contributions —
Public Citizen announced the release of a
report based-on a four-month investigation of
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott's (R-Miss .)
performance on casino gambling issues.

The Public Citizen report reveals for the

first time strong links between Senator Lou's
Republican Party "soft money" fundraising
from casino interests from 1995 to 1998 and
his little-known legislative actions that pro-
tected the casino industry from rigorous fed-
end inquiry, advanced industry-favored tax
breaks and loosened federal environmental
restrictions on casino development in Missis-
sippi.

"Senator Lott's sustained and energetic
activity on behalf of the casino gambling
industry's political objectives is clearly re-
lated to his official party role in collecting
industry soft money,"said Public Citizen Presi-
dent Joan Claybrook. "The financial incen-
tives for his actions are clear, and they under-
mine public confidence in our democracy."
The 30-page report, Betting on Trent Lott: The
Casino Industry's Campaign Contributions
Pay Off in Congress, is based on new, detailed
analyses — by company and date — of Re-
publican Party soft money contributions and
new interviews with congressional aides, fed-
eral officials and lobbyists about Lott's legis-
lative performance.
Source: Public Citizen

Edited by Mike xernahan

NAFTA strikes again
An employers' group, the Labor Policy Asso-
ciation, is trying to use the North,American
Free Trade Agreement to revive the TEAM
Act . Heavy union pressure led to President
Clinton's 1996 veto of that bill, which would
have allowed non-union employers to set up
so-called worker-management =
teams. Such teams are considered illegal com-
pany unions under the National Labor Rela-
tions Act. The LPA has filed a complaint
underprovisions ofNAFTA's labor side agree-
ment, arguing that the Act conflicts with the
NAFTA's intention of promoting greater em-
ployee participation in the workplace. . The
LPA says its goal is to get Congress to amend

the NLRA.
Source : Labor Notes

' The Right's Attack on Working
Families
Which Groups Are Leading . . .The
Assault On Working Families . . .and
What Is On Their Agenda?, published
by the Public Policy Department at
the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME), is an excellent primer on
the right's political agenda particu-
larly as it relates to the issues of work-

ing families : "Many of the things important to.
AFSCME members are being threatened by
groups with benign, neutral-sounding names
like The American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC), Citizens for a Sound
Economy, and The Mackinac Center . Some of
the issues promoted by these national and
state-based 'think tanks' include privatizing
government services, repealing the minimum
wage and overtime laws, repealing collective
bargaining laws, and eliminating the guaran-
tee of pension benefits." With a sophisticated
arsenal of weapons, the right has found a way
to spin their message and hawk their legisla-
tion to state legislators, or to take their agenda
directly to the voters through the ballot initia-
tive process. ALEC, for example, since its
founding in 1973, has grown into a clearing-
house of information for nearly 3,000 office-
holders across the country. AFSCME urges a
monitoring of right-wing activities, sharing
information, and working in coalition with
progressive groups . (Contact AFSCME, 1625
L St., NW, Washington, D.C . 20036, phone:
[2021429-1155
.fee: Culture Watch

Quote ofthe month
"We don't practice propaganda in this

country . .." - Maj. Joe LaMarca, spokesman
for the US Central Command, referring to US

bombing attacks on Iraq

Quote (ton? the past.
"You can no more win a war than you can win
an earthquake." — Jeannette Rankin (1880-1973)
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(un)Classified
Good 3-bedroom flat for rent — 1 block
from the wonders of Westcott St . (and near
SU) ; former house of eminent SPC staffperson
(name on request) . Available for 2 people for
$250 each; 3 people for $200 each . Plus utili-
ties. Some furniture if you want it . 478-8521.

July Program Highlights
Hague Conference for Peace
Ix MAY Phil Rose and Beth Broadway at-
tended the International Peace Conference in
The Netherlands. Over 8,000 peacemakers
were present, each with a story to tell . Beth
and Philheard many stories, and will present
some highlights of the conference at our up-
coming July 6 meeting, at 7 :30pm at May
Memorial Unitarian Society, 3800 E . Genesee
Street. Focusing not only on the absence of
violent conflict between and within states, the
Hague Appeal for Peace calls upon the world
community to address the economic and
social injustices that are at the root of war.
Conference sessions were organized around
four primary themes:

1. Eliminating the root causes of war and
establishing a culture of peace

2. Advancing humanitarian and human rights
law and institutions

3.Preventing, resolving, and transforming vio-
lent conflict

4. Creating a human security agenda and ad-
vancing disarmament strategies

	

r

Karma Wood, the US Outreach Coordinator
for The Hague Appeal for Peace, said, "I can't
think of another civil society organized event
which has drawn the participation of so many
and where we all sat at the table together as
equals : Nobel laureates and high school stu-
dents, a Queen and a novelist, musicians and
foreign ministers, parliamentarians and peace
marchers, city mayors andmine victims. We
set a new model, all together, no separatism ."

"We will present the Hague Agenda for
Peace and Justice for the 21st Century," says
Beth; "which outlines the main actions and
strategies that are necessary for a world with-
out war." Beth and Phil will also offer their
observations on the state of the peace move-
ment worldwide, including where it is thriving
and where it needs a hand . There will be aslide
show, copies of the final Agenda, and time for
discussion as part of the program.

"We can create a world without war,"
says Beth, "and we can all be part of that
creation ."

Please join us for an inspiring, hopeful,
and realistic presentation of what it will take!

— Diane Swords

b

	

.+c.,,,

Snacking with Wolves
If you like wolves, howling and tasty snacks,
you probably would have enjoyed "Snacking
with wolves," the May 23 event co-sponsored
by People for Animal Rights (PAR) and the
Iroquois Group of the Sierra Club.

Pam Brown, "Wolf Teacher," showed us
abeautiful video (enhanced by a soundtrack of
Paul Winter Consort music) of Shaman, a
playful black wolf who accompanied Pam on
visits to schools. She also showedus (briefly)
the sad truth of wolf persecution . She shared
her respect and love for these animals and led
us in a rousing howl-in.

PAR members made brief presentations;
Rob made the connection between a person
choosing a vegetarian diet and how that can
help wolves and other wild animals because
less habitat is destroyed by vegetarian diets
compared to meat diets . Vic told how wolves
and other animals suffer and die in killer traps
and urged the audience to write to their state
government to pass laws which would pro-
hibit or severely restrict these instruments
of pain.

We sampled vegetarian "chicken
wings" and vegan turnovers filled with
lentils or spinach or fruit. Yum!

Martha from the Sierra Club urged
the audience, to complain about the large
plastic bags which contain tiny samples
delivered, unasked for, in our mailboxes.
These plastic bags are not recycled lo-
cally so the advertiser is adding to our
trash and wasting natural resources and
energy.

Pam hopes to return to . Syracuse in
September, and even bring two wolves
with her! .

HOT WEATHER WARNING:
Please don' t leave your dog in a parked
car . as the temperture can quickly become
dangerously hot, even with windows
cracked Dogs cannot lose heat as well as
we can and can go into shock and die. If
you want cards to put on windshields of
people who leave their dog in this situa-
tion, contact PAR, PO Box 15358,
Syracuse,NY 13215-0358,4 inpar@ ju no.
corn> or 488-7877.

— Linda DeStefano

Community Credit Union
Staff Opening

Position with responsibility for administra-
tion of financial records . Must have experi-
ence or training as full charge bookkeeper or ;r
accountant. The right person will be orga-
nized and detail-oriented, with good con-
munication and people skills, computer corn-
potent and able handle money . Experience
in similar level position wanted ; we will train
in specifics . Full time. Community involve-
ment, education, accounting degree are a
plus. Salaried with some benefits . EOE.
Send letter of application or resume ASAP
to :

Syracuse Cooperative Federal
Credit Union

ATTN: Staff Search
723 Westcott St., Syracuse NY 13210

HELP WANTED

Nonviolence Education and
Training Coordinator

with Fellowship of Recondliatlon
Since 1915, the Fellowship of Reconciliation in
the United Stoles has carried on programs and
educational prOsds concerted with domestic
and it enation l peace and justice, nonviolent
alternatives to conflict, and the rights of con-
science. An interfaith, tax-exempt organiza-
tion, the FOR promotes nonviolence and has
members from many religious and ethnic tradi-
tions. It is part of the International Fellowship of
Reconciliation which has affiliates in over Faulty
countries.

FOR is seeking a "Nonviolence Education
and Training Coordinator" to organize and
lead nonviolence education and traini pro-
grams . The application deadline is October 1,
1999. Send resumes to and contact Yvonne

for an application form at the address

The Fellowship of Reconciliation
Box 271, Nyack, NY 10960

Tel : (914)358.4601 . Fax: (914)358-4924

C',aer r/l17r~A ek34 C'a4um.w
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This space could be
yours

for as little as

$13.85/mo.
call SPC for details

472-5478
MICHAEL DESALVO
(315) 479-8255

'

	

906 PARK AVE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204

MARGARET	 R. MATHEWS C .S.W
CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKER

• Individuals
• Couples

Sliding-scale Fee

846 Westmoreland Avenue
Syracuse, N .Y. 13210

(315) 424-7930

Dr. Howard S. Walsdorf

CHIROPRACTOR

Mahnents fon
Neck & Shoulder Pain

Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

(315) 422-2027

Suzanne Dollaway, DC
ChiropractorSyracuse Real Food{ Cooperative

your community natural food store

open 7 days Sam 9pm

Tel/Fax`
(315) 478-1482

618 Kensington Road—Syracuse, NY—13210
tel . 315-472-1385 & cax 315-422-9021--http ://www .foodcoop .org/sr4c/

visa, mastercard, Amex, novus, checks & foodstamps accepted
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SkyLine Bldg.
Suite 108
Syracuse, N .Y. 13203
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ent"
Cont. from page 5

result of unexploded ordinance and envi-
ronmental effects of the "air war," now a
war against the air and ground water of the
Balkans)

• upwardsofa million refugees of all ettuticities
among the people of Yugoslavia

• Western-dominated occupation of Kosovo,
with power granted to the antidemocratic
Kosova Liberation Army and revoked from
the elected government of Kosovo

• the very ugly fact that this all might have
'been avoided if Western leaders had been
willing to negotiate before bombing, the
way they negotiated in the final days of the
bombing, or even less rigidly ,

• The notion that,a victory has been achieved
by "the civilized nations" is perhaps more
ludicrous than Serbia's triumphant claims.
Consider the imbalance of power, com-
pared to the final outcome wherein NATO
has capitulated several vital (though not all
laudable) objectives . Is it really difficult to
see how war-weary Serbia might perceive
withstanding such a tremendous onslaught
while giving relatively little ground, 'liter-
ally or figuratively, as a success?

Of course, reputedly "objective" main-
stream media here refuse to acknowledge that
NATO has surrendered a single principle.
Instead, they spent early June in a frenzy of
praise, noting how much worse for Serbia the
final peace deal is, as opposed to the Ram
bouillet agreement Serbs could and "should"
have signed back in March. The amount of
ignorance required for such an assessment is
staggering: One has to not only ignore the Serb
offer of March 23, which included allowing a
UN-guided peacekeeping force into Kosovo
along with a Serb retreat ; but one's imagina-
tion also has to rewrite key points of the
Rambouillet text which clearly demanded far
more of Serbia than the current military agree-
ment and UN resolution do.

The media have gone further still, ac-
knowledging the faultiness of their frequent
arguments that a strategy of bombing alone
would never force Milosevic to surrender.
Rather than point out that NATO has achieved
very little it had not already accomplished
before the war — besides, of course, the near
total annihilation of Yugoslav civil society —
editorial writers have conceded and stopped
questioning Clinton and NATO altogether.

All of the agreements and UN Security

Council resolution aside, the real future of
Kosovo will be determined by NATO coun-
tries . and enforced by so-called "peacekeep-
ers" on location . Kosovo has been transformed
into a game board, with six nations (US, UK,
Italy, France, Germany, Russia) scattering
their over-armed pawns about the cities and
countryside, vying for, political leverage, us-
ing real-estate and refugees asbargaining chips.

KFOR (Kosovo Force) has rolled into
Kosovo on the heels of retreating Serb troops.
It's noteworthy that the Pentagon opted to
send in a US Marines invasion unit,,perhaps
the least-capable forces when the task at hand
is "peacekeeping ." The Russiinn Army, justifi-
ably feeling shortchanged by NATO which
refused to offer them a significant role in the
peacekeeping phase, humiliated elite British
"special expeditionary" troops by heading into
Kosovo a day before KFOR was scheduled to
"retake" the province . Nearly every single
Western media outlet is referring to NATO
troops in Kosovo as "peacekeepers," and the
Russian contingent as "troops". or "soldiers."
In truth, nearly every NATO and "Russian
outfit in Kosovo at present is either regular
military or special fighting units not peace-
keepers . Evidently, for reporters, the Cold
War prejudices of good guys v. bad guys still
apply.

Humorously, NATO's KFOR com-
mander, British General Michael Jackson, is
insistent that the Pristina airport, occupied by
200 Russian troops, is not essential to NATO's
mission. Trying to save face for Western vic-
tors, the same people who called civilian infra-
structure in Serbia "strategic, military tar-
gets," have somehow deemed the only work-
ing airport in all of Kosovo nonessential . Go
figure.

The "peacekeepers" have by now uncov-
ered an estimated 10,000 bodies from mass
graves . The toll of Serbian aggression in
Kosovo is coming to light and is being used to
rationalize the "successful " bombing cam-
paign . Forgotten is the fact that the air war
itself, by removing international observers
and creating a state of havoc thrbughout the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, set the stage
for Serbian aggression against Kosovar Alba-
nians . There should be no doubt that were it
not for NATO's actions, including a refusal to
negotiate before the bombing, the likelihood
of suchwidespread crimes taking place would
have been far lower . Yugoslaviahad promised
massive retribution against the people of
Kosovo in the event of attack, a "bluff" which
NATO carelessly and unforgivably called .

It's hard not to be pessimistic in the face
of these revelations. Everything told, carnage
inside Yugoslav borders may be as high as
20,000 killed by all sides, the lion's share of
tragedy as usual borne by the people, and not
those who make the decision to exchange
human lives for "geopolitical objectives "
(power) and "credibility" (bragging rights).
Bolstered by the war, NATO and Serbian
leaders alike maintain integrity in the eyes of
deceived constituents . Tens of thousands
maimed and killed, crippled resistance move-
ments in Serbia and Kosovo alike — these are
but a few of the horrendous outcomes of what
can only be termed a war against the rule of
reason and international conventions; a war
against all humanity.

The s ame medi a which ref er red to Serbia's
signing of the peace accords as the result of a
contentious parliamentary decision, are now
reporting without qualification President
Clinton's claim that . Serbia is ruled by an
"undemocratic regime ."Pouring salt ona fresh
wound, Clinton has insisted that no such re-
gime can be rebuilt with US funds. Kosovo,
meanwhile, to be ostensibly ruled by a funda-
mentalist army (the KLA), will be recon-
structed imminently . The demand on. Serbia
now is not merely the removal frompower of
SlobodanMilosevic, but also the restructuring
of the Yugoslav republic so that it is demo-
cratic by Western standards. Beyond the eu-
phemisms, democracy here refers to willing-
ness to follow US orders, not governmental
structure . This is evidenced by the countless
US-friendly dictatorships around the world
which the State Department refers to as fledg-
ling democracies.

Could most of this mess have been
avoided if the US wasn 't out to assert its
dominance of Europe through a NATO alli-
ance, out to reestablish itself as having a
legitimate function (that of international cop)
in the post-Cold War order? We will never
know, negotiation wasn't tried.

Might a popular movement of active re-
sistance to the institutions and policies of war,
expanding toward a more general alternation
of social relations in our society, be able to
alter the face of international relations and
bring us closer to a peaceful world? We will
never know unless we try.

Brian is a member of On the Ground a
local collective committed to antiwar
information and materials for activists
throughout the country chttp://kosovo.
rootmedla.org/otg>. He also writes fort
Magazhw/ZNet<http ://zmag.org>. 4%
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Look beyond all the corporate hype. Choose us for socially responsible
investing, loans, and service for people by people who care.

Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union
723 Westcott St . Syracuse, NY 13210 (315)471-1116

Accounts inured by NWA

ARE YOU PLANNING
YOUR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS FINANCIAL FUTURE?

LET
Hansen's Financial Er Tax Service

Susan S. Hansen
Registered Principal, CFP, Lt!ITCF

Branch Office, Cadaret, Grant, & Co ., Inc., Member NASD and SIPC

315-637-5153

	

800-318-9780

	

ASSIST YOU IN MAKING
WISE DECISIONS

YOU MAY WISH TO CONSIDER: * Mutual Funds, Annuities, Stocks or Bonds
(including Socially Responsible Investments)

* Life, Disability, Long Term Care or Health Insurance
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WED

EVERYWEDNESDAY:Miitary
& Draft Counseling at the
Peace council. Noon 3pm. Cal
Marge 472-5478.

THURS
1

	

Stonewall

	

Committee
meets at Tu Tu Venue, 731
James St6pm,476 .6226.

EVERY T URSDAY: Teen scene
for neighborhood teens ages 10-14.
Westcott Community Center. 2-:
5:50pm.47118694.

Syracuse United Neighbors/
meeting. Brady, Falh

Center,SamlhAve .7pm.476 .7475 .

FRI
of
L

EVERY FRIDAY: Teen Scene for
neighborhood teens ages 10-14.
Westcott Community Geller. 2-
5:50pm.478.8634 .

-

SAT
9
J

Non-vblsM direct action and
accompanyingvigltorMunitAbu•
Jame! at the Liberty Bel, Phiadei-
phis . PA. Noon. 215-476-8812.

-

	

,

=
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Coalition

	

6,,e"7 8 10

"Uberty and Justice for Mumia"
march in Philadelphia, PA Start at
Liberty Bel. gam. 215-476412 .

Syracuse And-Nuclear Effort
meeting. 6:30pm . Cal 472-5478

EVERY MONDAY: HIV+ Issues
Group meeting . 6 :30-8pm.
Sponsored by AIDS Community
Resources. Call Bob for place.
4752430•
People Against the Death pen-
attym oti g.ChurdtCenler,3049
E . Genesee St 7pm . 4754878.

orudaga St Noon. 478-7442.
Peace Acton monthly program
Report by Beim Broadway & phi
RoseontheHagueAppea forPeece
Co4*rence. May mammal. 3800
E . Genesee St 7 :30pm. 478-7442.

EVERY TUESDAY: Open Mk
Night at Happy Endings Cot
teahouse. Poetry, music. short
stories . elm . 52.

Southeast University Neighbor-
hood Association meeting . Frnin
Methodist Church, Eudid Ave. 7pm.
Syracuse Zapatista Solidarity
meetkg' 205 Bassett St 7:30pm•
Ace. 423-4783.

ReconslDer, Forum on Drug
Paley meeting. 206 Onondaga
Ave. 7:30pm 4226237.

EVERY THURSDAY: volunteer
to teach a class in carpentry,cooking or gardening for teenag-
ens at Dunbar Caller, LaFayette
Church, Grace Chuck or South
Presbyterian Ctwrdn . Six weeks.
478-7442.

Tibetan Buddhist Mediation Ra
beat, "Seiikeraipi :ThePractice
eProfaxaSponutne0 nVNsdorn"
with Tibetan Lars and Dzogc en
master The Venerable Shyalpa
Rinpoche- Teadnhgs, medtsion
insttummn, dsc ssim. Retreat
House 6 Conference Center, 500
8 ►ewldwdRd,Syradne.638.6482 .

ClemVia,
Tickets

	

meat* atMyShiers'
Words bookstore or cal 451 . 8488.

EVERY SATURDAY: Sharing the
Earth Anirrel Aphis& envkornlen
let videos. 10pm . Tune-Wormer
Cable channels 3 & 12. Produced
M People for Animal Rights.

11 12 13 14r''DS
meeting
group). Uving` 15 16 17

Eastaide Neighborhood Arts, EVERY TUESDAY: Golden Cale Room, 326 Matlpomety St EVERY THURSDAY: Sating Mad- .
SAGE picnic. Cal 478-1923 for info.

EVERY SUNDAY: "Common

Cultural & Technology Center
meeting- Emil' once, 204 cherry
St . 6pm. Joe, 471-7911 ext . 210.
Westcott East Neighborhood
Association (WENA) meeting.

seniorsror

	

at westooa communal
Cetser.10-2pm.Newf ierxls,kxnch,
programs . Westcott Community
Center. 826 Euid Ave. 478.8634.

5:30pm. 474-3616.
NOW CNY Chapter meeting.
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S War-
ran. 7pm . 487-3188.
CatbbeanlLatln America Coati-

tatlon at Women s pro. eor Alen
St 7:30.8:30am. Free.
EVERY THURSDAY: Golden
CafeaWeslconCormnu>ItyCen-
ter.10.2pm. SeeTueadsyforkKo.

VOter Reghbation Party. Span-
bred

	

Spanish Aztion

	

.
rk Nb contact Ferny Warr

League
Fo

	

de
Ctmavan or Aiwa Swords-at 475
6153.Threads," acoustic local music Petit Library, Concord Pl. 7-9pm. tlonworkknppotkm katPym0ultt EVERY THURSDAY : Women's

on WAER FM 88 .3 . 2-5pm. 479-7301 . EVERY TUESDAY : Community Church, 232 E. Onondaga St. B- Vokas radio program. WAER, EVERY FRIDAY : Lesbian Dior- EVERY SATURDAY : Food Not
EVERY SUNDAY: 51 Percent, Syracuse United Neighbors/ Media Action Group meeting . 7:30pm . 478 4571 . FM 88 .3 .6-7pm. Pat, 446-7259. cussIon Group . Women's into eon nbssem gfreefoodatwest-
Women's issues radio program . Southold. meeting . St. An- 7:30pm. Cal Ace for place, 423 Onondaga Audubon meeting . Center, 601 Allen St. 7pm . 822- colt Community Center . 12-2pm.
WRVO FM 90 .6.6:30pm . ttanys Church, Midland & Colvin 7856. Dewitt Community Church, 3600 5351 . Daniel, 479-8559.

St . 7pm. 476-7475 . . Erie Blvd. 7:30pm . 457-7731.
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